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Tabela 12Pack English

PAST PERFECT PRESENT PERFECT FUTURE PERFECT

PAST PERFECT CONTINUOUS PRESENT PERFECT CONTINUOUS FUTURE PERFECT CONTINUOUS

PAST SIMPLE PRESENT SIMPLE FUTURE SIMPLE

PAST CONTINUOUS PRESENT CONTINUOUS FUTURE CONTINUOUS
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LEKCJA  

water
Ćwiczenie 1

Przetłumacz podane zdania. Zatrzymaj nagranie i zrób ćwiczenie.

1. Is there enough hot water for a bath?
 

2. They were fishing in Canadian waters.

3. I’ve asked my neighbor Greg to water the plants while I’m away.

 
4. My eyes were watering as I chopped the onions.

5. The smell of that bread is making my mouth water!

6. We had our differences in the past, but that’s all water under the bridge now.

7. I think I’m in deep water with this course. I’ve got a lot to catch up with!

8. Jack’s story won’t hold water. It sounds too unlikely.

9.  I envy my sister because any criticism or judgment is like water  
off a duck’s back to her.

10. That place waters down their drinks. Don’t go there.

11. It’s hard to make a comment until we test the water at the party conference.

https://questfe.pl/
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Ćwiczenie 2

Uzupełnij zdania podanymi wyrażeniami we właściwej formie.  
Zatrzymaj nagranie i zrób ćwiczenie.

spend money like water hold water pass water water down
it’s all water under the bridge make your mouth water

in hot water test the water

1. Just smelling chocolate .
2. Oliver didn’t treat me very well at the time but  now. 
3. The company has already been  over high prices this year.
4. Is there any pain when you ?
5.  That old claim has been debunked so many times that it just does not 

 any more.
6.  I want to  before I make the proposal at the general 

meeting. Do you think you can talk to the boss and see his reaction?
7. So Macy liked a drink, loved her horses and . So what?
8.  The soup tasted like it had been . You must have done 

something wrong.
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